The FIS C19 Medical Support Group strongly recommends that FIS staff and its officials will only be assigned to any event related duties after having received a full series of vaccinations.

1) WSC, SFWSC, JWSC

Nominations will stay as it was announced during FIS Jumping committee meeting and Obmen meeting in October 2021.

2) WCJ

TD, TDA

Nominations will be done without any limitations. In case of change of pandemic situation, FIS Subcommittee for Officials, Rules and Control together with Race Directors will react and do the changes in proper time.

If such an official can not be nominated, and no other substitute is available, TD or TDA with FIS licence can be nominated from host country of respective event.

Judges

One judge and four foreign judges will be nominated with the same rule as TD. Only one foreign judge from one country can be nominated for respective event. If four foreign judges according to respective rules can not be nominated, more judges from host country can be nominated up to total number 5 judges.

3) COCJ

TD, TDA

Nominations will be done without any limitations. In case of change of pandemic situation, FIS Subcommittee for Officials, Rules and Control together with FIS COC Coordinators will react and do the changes in proper time.
If such an official cannot be nominated, and no other substitute is available, TD or TDA with FIS licence can be nominated from the host country of respective event.

**Judges**

One foreign judge and four judges from the host country will be nominated with the same rule as TD. If a foreign judge according to respective rules cannot be nominated, and no other substitute is available, all 5 judges from the host country can be nominated.

**4) FIS CUP J**

Only host country officials are nominated.

*Obman of host country of the event will have one official with FIS SJ TD licence and one FIS Judge ready for every event organised in his country as a substitute for emergency use in case of sudden COVID-19 positive test of some of nominated official.*

*In individual cases FIS S.c. for Officials, Rules and Control SJ can make an exceptions from above mentioned guidelines.*

Ivo Greger